We consider the function f(z) determined by the power series Ostrowski has proved 1 that if {d ni } is a sequence extracted from the sequence {d n } such that lim inf 0 Wt ->0, then every regular point of ƒ(z) on the circle | z\ = 1 is the center of a circle in which the sequence {S ni (z)} converges uniformly to f(z). Restricting ourselves to the question of convergence at the regular points themselves, we shall prove the following theorem :
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If

log (M(i -el t )/e nt ) (2)
hm sup --j < oo, then lim S ni (2) -/(%) at all regular points of (1) on the circle \z\ =1.
For the proof, we shall assume that lim 0 n . = 0; afterwards, we shall remove this restriction, with the aid of OstrowskFs theorem.
Let Zi be a regular point for (1) on the circle \z\ =1, and let z 0 be a point on the segment joining Z\ to the origin. We write 12i-2o| =a, and for every positive integer i we define the three circles 
and we choose Yi so that 2?/ O t -<l. By Cauchy's formula we have, on the circle \z\ ~Ri,
and by the principle of the maximum
On the circle \z\ =R{', and therefore also on 17', we have Since ƒ(2) is holomorphic in the closed region bounded by 17', and since at least one of the expressions Ri'/(Ri' -Yi), {Ri'/r^i tends to 00 as i-> 00, we may write, for any positive rj and for i sufficiently large, IfQyXl+n)*/' , x *ƒ' log M/' < log -+ \ n . log
Ri -Ti Ti
Applying Hadamard's three-circle theorem to the function S ni (z) -ƒ(2) on the circles T/, T(a), 17', we have now
In the proof of his theorem Ostrowski now takes the point z 0 near 
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to the point Z\ and chooses for 17, T(a), and T/' three fixed circles with radii sufficiently near to |si-s 0 | (with T(a) including the point Z\ instead of passing through it). In our case it is necessary to take So near to the origin and to let pi and pi' tend to a as i becomes large. We choose p/=(l -bi)a, pi' = (l+bi)a, ri=l-ki, where 0<&;<1 and 0<ki<abi\ substituting these values in (3), expanding terms such as log (1+abi) in power series, and dividing both sides of the inequality by bi, we get
(1 + h/abi)abi 1 -kif < 2rj + 3ki + 3ki/abi -3 log a (zi) by what we have just proved; in the second case, by Ostrowski's theorem. From every subsequence of {tti} we can therefore extract a further subsequence {m,} such that lim S Wi (3i)==/(si). It follows that the sequence {^(21)} itself tends to ƒ (si), and our theorem is proved.
Condition (2) may be replaced by one that is somewhat less general, but can be expressed more immediately in terms of the behavior of M(r):
If lim inf 0 ni =d, we define, for A>0,
for O^A^0, we write \(h)~ <». It follows from our theorem that lim S ni (zi) =f(zi) whenever Zi is a regular point for (1) on the circle \z\ =1, provided log (Jf (1 -**)/*) (5) lim sup < oo.
If we write r = l-A 
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The author is indebted to Professor S. Mandelbrojt, who suggested the existence of the present theorem and gave valuable assistance in its development.
